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Slide Products now offers two trial sample kits for Plastics Processors and Mold & Tool Builders
Trial sample kits let users try products before they buy
Now Plastics Processors and Mold & Tool builders can take the guesswork out of trying Slide Products’
different mold releases, lubricants, rust preventives, cleaners and purging compounds, and try a variety
of Slide products, at no charge, by simply requesting a trial Sample Kit from Slide Products, taking
away some of the guesswork.
Each kit includes several of Slide’s most popular products each selected for specific industry needs. The
“Plastics Processors Trial Sample Kit” includes Mold Cleaner Plus Degreaser, our most powerful
cleaner, Mold Shield dry rust preventive, perfect for overnight mold protection, Pure Eze, a general
purpose, non-silicone paintable mold release, PDQ one-shot liquid purging compound, and Mold &
Metal Wipes, our extremely popular new, convenient cleaning towelette.
The “Mold & Tool Builders Trial Sample Kit” includes Mold & Metal Polish, a powerful, easy-to-use
cleaner and polish compound, Super Grease, an extremely versatile lubricant, No Rust, a rust preventive
offering up to five years of protection, Mold Cleaner Plus Degreaser, and Mold & Metal Wipes.
Those more familiar with Slide can create their own “Custom Trial Sample Kits” tailored with products
that meet their specific needs.
All kits are available to qualified industrial users and can either be requested from a local Slide Products
distributor (distributors and their locations can be found at www.slideproducts.com), or they can order
trial samples directly from the Slide Products web site, www.slideproducts.com.
Founded in 1953, Slide Products, Inc., an environmentally conscious manufacturer, makes mold
releases, cleaners, rust preventives and more.
For a trial sample of Slide’s products and a catalog go to www.slideproducts.com, or contact Slide
Products, 1-800-323-6433; Fax: 1-800-756-7986; Email: info@slideproducts.com.

